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Abstract 
Gilewicz, J. and A.P. Magnus, Inverse Stieltjes iterates and errors of PadC approximants in the whole complex 
plane, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 49 (1993) 79-84. 
The Stieltjes functions f and g, related by f(z) = f,,(l - zg(zI)-‘, are respectively developed in terminating 
continued C-fractions. Computing the last approximants of the two above C-fractions, we obtain, in the whole 
complex plane and for the whole PadC table, the exact relations between contiguous Pad6 approximants 
errors. 
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1. Introduction 
The main result presented in Theorem 4.3 gives an exact relation between complex-valued 
Pad6 approximant errors of Stieltjes functions in the whole Pad& table. The proof uses Baker’s 
technique (cf. [l, the proof of formulae (17.9) and (17.101, p.2361). 
2. Some properties of the Stieltjes functions 
Let f be a Stieltjes function defined by a positive measure dp: 
I/R d/G) 
f(z)=4 ~ l-x,? * (1) 
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The alternative representation of f is given by a series of Stieltjes: 
g f,$‘, f, = j”‘n” d/+), (2) 
n=O 0 
where f, are the Stieltjes moments. Let us define functions F and g by the following relations: 
f(z)=fo+flz+ *.* +fn_ltn-l+ZnF(Z), (3) 
f(z)= f” 
1 --zg(z) * 
(4) 
Let us recall the following properties [2, pp. 31, 36, 37, 105, 262, 2631. 
Property 2.1. The functions F and g defined in (3) and (4) are also Stieltjes functions. Moreover, g 
is bounded in [O, RI: 
F(z) = ju”’ Xn dP(X) , 
1 --xi! 
I/R da(x) 
g(3)=/6 ~ l-x2’ (5) 
The representation of F is obvious from (3). Because f is a Stieltjes function, f # 0 in the 
cut plane C\[R, w[. Then, from (4), g has no pole in the above cut plane and, consequently, g 
has a representation similar to that of f. In [0, R], g is an increasing positive function and 
lim x ~ R xg( x) G 1 in order for f to be free of singularities in this range [l, p.2361. Therefore we 
obtain the bound (5). 
Property 2.2. The following statements are equivalent. 
(i) f is a nonrational Stieltjes function. 
(ii) I_L is a bounded, nondecreasing function taking on infinitely many values in the interval [O, 
m[. 
(iii) The following Hankel determinants are positive: 
f, fm+l *‘* 
Hi > 0, Hi > 0, 
f m+l 
Vn: where H,” = 
f’ . . . 
m+n 
f m+n 
f mi2n 
(iv) There exists the following decomposition of Hankel matrices: 
Vn: z; =&xQY;, 2; =LzQ%:, 
where Mu, ~3~ are real matrices, A?:, ~8’: transposed matrices, det &n z 0 and det LB,, + 0. 
(6) 
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Remark 2.3. Property 2.2(iii) implies 
Vm, n: H,m>Q, (7) 
and this gives Property 2.1 for F. Note that the inequalities like (6) with 2 are necessary for 
the existence of a solution of a Stieltjes moment problem, but they do not imply analogous 
inequalities like (7) with > ! Conversely, the nonrational character of the Stieltjes function 
plays an essential role in the establishment of Property 2.2. 
3. Approximants of the continued fractions 
The corresponding C-fractions for (3) and (4) are given in the following properties. 
Property 3.1. 
f(z) =fo +f,z + *. . +fn_g-l + gp_...?- . ..) n>,l 
Approximants AJB, of (8) can be computed recursively by 
A m+l =A,,, - am+lzA,-lY Bm+l =B, -~,+I~B,-I, m > 1, 
starting from the initial values 
A, =f, + * * * +fn_lZn-l, A, =A, +f/, B,=B,=l. 
The above fractions match the following Pade’ approximants denoted by [. /. 1: 
A,,/&= [n+k-l/k], &+l/&k+l= [n+Wl, ka0, nal. 
Property 3.2. 
f(z)= f” 
fo 
1 -zg(z) = 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
where for n = 0 we must put g, + *. * +gn_lzn-l = 0. Approximants AJB, of (12) can be 
computed recursively by (91, starting from initial values 
A, =A, =fo, B,=l-got- ‘.* -g,,_,z”, B, = B, -gnzn+l. (13) 
The above fractions match the following Pad6 approximants: 
AZk/BZk = [k/n + kl y 4k+l/B2k+l = [k/n + k + 11 7 ka0, nal. (14) 
4. Stieltjes iterates and errors of Pad6 approximants 
All above classical properties allow to prove, by iteration, the following theorems. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let f be a nonrational Stieltjes function defined in C \[R, m[, R > 0, by (1); then 
the function VP,n defined by the terminating continued fraction 
f(z) = f. +f,z + . . * +fn_lZn-l + 
$ p;‘] _ . . . ;;‘I ;v,,;(q ) 
n 2 1, p 20; 
k also a Stieltjes function and is bounded in [O, RI: 
(15) 
v,,,(z) = yRg ) Vx E [0, R]: 1 B,(R) 
0 
0 < T/a,,(x) < - 
R f$AR) * 
(16) 
Proof. The terminating continued fraction (15) is identified with the function f and also with its 
(p + 1)th approximant defined by (9): 
f(z) = 
4+1(Z) 444 - ZV,,,(+$-I(Z) 
B,+1(4 = BP(Z) - q&)B,-I(4 * 
(17) 
Property 2.1 says that F = V,,, and its iterated inverses VP,, are Stieltjes functions. Because f is 
a regular positive increasing function in [O, R[ and z = R is the branching point for f, V& is 
also a regular positive increasing function in [O, R[ and 
x’5R [B,(x) -q&)Bp-l(X)] 2 0. 
The last gives the upper bound (16). 0 
Applying Theorem 4.1 to the Stieltjes function g defined in (4) and using (121, we obtain the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let f be a nonrational Stieltjes function defined in C\[R, m[, R > 0, by (1); then 
the function WP,n defined by the continued fraction 
f(z) = ( 
fo 
1 -z(g, +g,z + . . . +g,_lZn-l) 
is also a Stieltjes function and is bounded in [0, RI: 
W&) = j;ll’RE, 
n > 0: 
1 B;(R) 
0 < W$Jx) G - 
V’x E [0, R]: 
R B;-l(R)’ 
n=p=O: O<W,,(x)G;> 
(18) 
(19) 
where, by definition W,,O = g and g is defined in (4) and (5). 
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B is replaced by B’ in order to distinguish (19) from (16). The upper bounds (16) and (19) 
allow to introduce new normalized functions u~,~ and wp,+, like h,,, in [l, p.2391: 
wp,nw = p,n(4 BP- l(R) BP(R) ’ Vx E [0, R]: 0 < w,,Jx) < ;. (21) 
In the following main theorem we note [m/n] = P,,, JQ,,, to precise that the polynomial 
Q m.n of degree n is the denominator of the [m/n] Pad; approximant. 
Theorem 4.3. The following relations between the Pad& approximant errors hold in the lower half 
of the Pad& table: 
f(z) - [m +n - l/4(4 
=ZU2m,n(Z) Qm+n-l,m-1(~)Qm+n-,,m(R) 
Qm+n-l,m-1(R)Qm+n-l,m(t) 
{f(z) - [m +n - l/m - l](z)}, (22) 
m 2 1, na 1, 
f(z) - [m +e4w 
=%m+I,nW 
Qm+n-~,m(z)Qm+n,m(R) 
Qm+n-,,mWQm+.,mW 
If(z) - [m +n - l/ml(z)L (23) 
m 2 0, nal. 
The following relations between the Pad& approximant errors hold in the upper half of the Pad& 
table : 
f(z) - [m/m +4(z) 
Qm- ~,m+nWQm,m+.(R) 
=ZW2m*n(Z) Qm-~,m+ (R)Qm,m+n(z) {f(z) - [m - l/m +4WL 
m> 1, n > 0, 
f(z) - [m/m + n + llc4 
(24) 
Proof. Relation (22) for even values of p comes, after some rearrangements, from (171, using 
(11) and (20). For p odd, formula (23) is obtained in the same way. Replacing l& by W& in 
(17) and using (14) and (21), we easily obtain (24) and 25). q 
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5. Comments 
It seems curious that the central Theorem 4.3, which gives basic information for the Pad& 
approximant heory in the Stieltjes case, was not discovered by Baker. He only studied bounds 
of our W,,=g and W,, [l, p.2351. He did not introduce the general form W,,+. He does 
nevertheleis give for t rial the inequalities [l, p.2391, which can be obtained, after some simple 
transformations, from our formulae (22) with n = 1 and (23) with y1 = 0. After that, he 
continued to study the inclusion regions and did not realize that the above developments could 
lead to an exact estimation of errors in the whole Pad& table. 
Theorem 4.3 allowed to give an elegant proof [4] of the ordered balanced inequalities for the 
Pad& approximants errors in the whole PadC table conjectured in [5]. The following question 
remains open: to find a simple formula giving measures dv and dw in terms of the measure dp. 
Interesting contributions to solve this problem were recently given in [6,7]. 
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